transfers. If the government does change the supply of these assets, the numerical counterexample shows that neutrality can be restored within one period without the implementation of a tax/transfer scheme provided the original ratio of bonds to money is maintained. Why the government chooses to alter the stocks of money and bonds in the first place is a question which Croushore leaves unanswered.

NOTES
1. Croushore’s model is composed of two types of agents, rich and poor. Rich (poor) agents are indistinguishable within their group. The interested reader should consult his paper for further details.
2. The difference between money and bonds in Croushore’s model is purely a semantic one. The bond is simply a higher denomination of what he calls money. Croushore does not state the equality between the ratio of returns on bonds and money. However, he maintains the illusion of two different assets by referring to them by different names. He assumes that bonds are issued in a denomination too large for the poor to afford.
3. The use of Eq. 5 is the only difference in his equation.
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Reply: What Neutrality Means in Macroeconomics
Dean D. Croushore*

The basic idea of my original paper (1987) is the following: Consider a growth model of money and bonds, and examine the optimal growth rates of the money supply and government debt. Suppose the government changes the levels of the money supply and government debt from their optimal levels at some date. What impact do these changes have on the economy? Does the government possess tools which can return the economy to its optimal point? That is, can the government affect the change in monetary and fiscal policies by changing some other variable, such as the same equilibrium it reached but with a higher rate of returns and government debt? The answer is yes, but the necessary tool is a precise lump-sum tax/transfer scheme. The government can arrange taxes and transfers to modify agents’ demands for money and bonds to just offset the increase in supply of money and bonds while leaving the interest rate and inflation rate unchanged. From this result, I conclude that the conditions for neutrality are stringent, because the ability to choose a precise lump-sum tax/transfer scheme is beyond the scope of most governments.

Wallace’s comment on this is to ask the question: Why doesn’t the government simply leave the money and bond supplies at their optimal levels? This question completely misses the point of the exercise, which is to change policy and see if it has some impact on the economy. Wallace says that “there is no purpose for the increase in money and bond supplies,” and concludes that “the government can easily achieve neutrality by holding the supplies of bonds and money constant and by imposing zero taxes and transfers. . . . Why the government chooses to alter the stocks of money and bonds in the first place is a question which Croushore leaves unanswered.” Wallace seems not to understand the difference between normative and positive analysis. My neutrality argument is a positive analysis of the effects of a change in policy.

There are important reasons for engaging in positive analysis. As I suggested in my paper (p. 132), the weak neutrality theorem established there is “useful as a basis for comparison with models which have more realistic assumptions about the government’s goals or the tools available to it.” In the presence of some distortion, or the lack of complete information, or alternative goals by the government, the government may optimally choose some particular policy out, and we would like to know the implications of that choice. By looking at the conditions under which neutrality holds in a simple model, and at non-neutral changes in policy, we obtain guidance for analyzing more complicated models and for thinking about the real world.

Not only does Wallace employ a faulty concept of neutrality, but his numerical counter-example is incorrect. First, it violates the government budget constraint (Croushore, 1987, top of p. 130). Second, it changes the information setup of the problem from one of perfect foresight (a useful simplifying assumption) to one of uncertainty about future government action. The counter-example suggests that “the changes are known to all, but not foresee by any agents.” This change in the information set of agents is left out of the preceding analysis, and leads to quite different demands for money, bonds, and consumption goods that I derived in my paper. Consequently, this is not a valid counter-example.

THE ECONOMIC MEANING OF NEUTRALITY

The economics literature contains a number of neutrality theorems. These theorems are most widely known in financial economics, especially the Modigliani-Miller theorem (1958). The same type of theorem, though, has been applied to macroeconomics in regard to the government’s choice of financing spending by current taxation or by current borrowing, the principal and interest of which are to be financed by future taxes. This neutrality theorem is the Ricardo equivalence proposition, which has been a major research topic since Barro (1974) refined it.

To prove these theorems, one must show that the activity in question (the choice of debt versus equity financing of corporations in the Modigliani-Miller theorem, and the choice between tax and debt financing in the Ricardo equivalence proposition) does not affect any real economic variable, such as a firm’s stock price, or the interest rate in the economy. In this form, which we call “strong neutrality,” the firm’s debt-equity ratio or government’s debt level is completely irrelevant in determining endogenous variables of interest. In the Modigliani-Miller theorem, investors acting to maximize their own returns simply offset whatever debt-equity ratio is chosen by the firm. In the Ricardo equivalence proposition, people increase their saving to match the government deficit dollar-for-dollar, so that interest rates are unaffected. In both these cases, the firm’s and government’s budget constraints are subsumed by the economic agents’ budget constraints, and the economic agents take actions which offset the actions of the firm or government.

“Strong neutrality” is subject to a large number of assumptions, the failure of any of which prevents the neutrality theorem from holding. In the Modigliani-Miller case, the presence of bankruptcy or discretionary taxation may eliminate strong neutrality. In the Ricardo equivalence proposition, finite lifetimes (in the absence of bequests), discretionary-income taxation, or imperfect capital markets may prevent strong neutrality from holding. Nonetheless, the neutrality theorems are useful as benchmark cases from which deviations from neutrality may be examined, both theoretically and empirically.

In other models, more stringent conditions are required for neutrality to hold. For example, Neil Wallace (1981) shows that open-market operations may have no effect on the economy, if the government adjuts taxes in a particular way so as to changes the money supply. In this case, which we might call “weak neutrality,” the actions of private agents cannot neutralize government action. Instead, the government must use a different tool to offset the effects of the first tool. A similar example of weak neutrality is given
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by Sargent and Smith (1987), who extend the Wallace result to the case where money is dominated in rate of return. Essentially, if monetary policy is accompanied by a particular type of fiscal policy, then there is no real effect on the economy. Further examples of both strong and weak neutrality arguments may be found in Sargent (1987).

The key difference between strong and weak neutrality theorems lies in the actions of optimizing agents. In the case of strong neutrality, the budget constraint of the agent which causes policy to change (the firm in the Modigliani-Miller case and the government in the Ricardian Equivalence case) is incorporated within the budget constraint of the optimizing agents (investors or savers). But in the weak-neutrality case, the budget constraints are not imbedded sufficiently due to some distortion or friction in the economy. In overlapping generations models, as in my paper, the friction arises because finite-lived agents can not write contracts with those who aren’t yet alive. A change in fiscal or monetary policies can not be neutralized by private agents, since their budget constraints do not subsume the government budget constraint. Neutrality of government policy requires the government to offset its own policy change by some other tool, such as a change in the stream of lump-sum taxes and transfers. In the absence of such a powerful tool, government policy changes are not neutral.

SUMMARY
Wallace’s conclusions are wrong because his concept of neutrality is incorrect. My statement (Croushore, 1987, p. 123) that “neutrality theorems demonstrate the stringency of the conditions needed for debt or money to be neutral” remains valid. Research which explores the effects of government policy changes under some distortion which prevents neutrality (such as the absence of lump-sum taxes and transfers) is needed by policy-makers.
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Book Reviews

Anindya Datta’s short book can be conveniently divided into two parts. The first part critiques the Lewis-type dualistic models (LDM) in general and in particular their applicability to India’s development experience. This is done in the first 36 pages covering three brief chapters. The second and major part of the book, which also includes five appendices, is devoted to an empirical study designed to find out whether growth and equity are compatible goals for India.

The paper by A. Lewis (1954), and subsequent elaborations and refinements by Fei and Ranis (1961, 1964), ushered in a new way of thinking about development. At the macro level the economy was conceived to consist of two sectors; a large "traditional" agricultural sector with surplus labor and a small ‘modern’ or ‘capitalistic’ sector being an enclave of industry. Labor in the latter sector is employed upon the point where its marginal product is equal to a constant real wage which is slightly higher than the average productivity in agriculture. This difference provides an incentive for labor to migrate from the agricultural sector to the industrial sector without any fall in agricultural output thus resulting in higher aggregate output for the economy. Growth in the economy proceeds as the capitalist, with a higher savings propensity, continuously revalues a major part of his profits through capital accumulation. At each round a part of the surplus labor is absorbed in the industrial sector until no surplus labor remains in the agricultural sector. The economy then takes off on a self-sustained balanced growth path.

Around that time, S. Kuznets (1955) found that as countries move from very low levels of development toward higher levels, income distribution tended to worsen for prolonged periods until a ‘middle’ development level was reached. After reaching that stage, further growth was associated with an increasingly equal distribution of income. The phenomenon of first worsening and then improving distribution of income came to be known as Kuznets’ inverted U hypothesis. By the Lewis-Kuznets tradition the author is referring to the set of stylized facts sketched out above.

Datta contends that the predictions of the Lewis dual-sector model are refuted by India’s rate of ‘structural regression’ which set in from the mid-sixties to the late seventies. During this period, the industrial sector exhibited slow and distorted growth with basic and capital goods industries experiencing lower growth rates than the ‘trade-oriented’ consumer goods industries. Furthermore employment and investment barely increased in this sector. On the other hand, in spite of enjoying favorable terms of trade the agricultural sector failed to show productivity increases over levels achieved before 1965/1966 (years of the Green Revolution), and was characterised by worsening income disparities. Economy-wide there was noise and continuing confusion.

Datta’s explanation for the stagnant condition in India is a synthesis of several and, at times, competing explanations put forth by various writers. He agrees with the majority opinion that the source of industrial stagnation is inadequate effective demand and that painstakingly proceeds to provide a comprehensive picture of the processes involved in both sectors. Briefly put, since the agricultural sector comprised the major source of demand for industry output and as it had extreme inequalities of income, the aggregate level of effective demand remained severely restricted by the slow growth of agricultural.

However, that leaves unresolved a host of issues that arise about the deficiency-in-demand type explanation, if viewed in the Lewis type framework. Firstly, with the terms of trade tilting in its favor, the agricultural sector’s real income should have increased which would have induced more output through the increased hiring of labor and the technology of the seed-fertilizer-water based Green Revolution. Labor stagnation in the urban sector would have been slowed due to the resulting rise in the real wage in the agricultural sector. Secondly a higher income level in the agricultural sector would have generated the necessary demand for industrial output as well as savings for increased capital formation irrespective of the kind of income distribution that prevailed. So the picture of general stagnation in the economy could not have persisted over fifteen years.